
HotWheels “MAKE IT EPIC” Dump Bin 



Objective/Solutions
The objective was to create a high impact merchandising destination (at Kroger) to 
drive impulse purchase of Hot Wheels cars, track sets and other track building 
components.

A secondary objective was to create an “Epic” competitive & creative opportunity 
(nationwide contest) for Kroger employees utilizing the base display as a building 
block. This additional goal was added during the latter stages of the design process.

Solution: A highly creative dump bin that utilizes oversize track elements was 
developed for this promotion.  A “starter build kit” of actual track components (w/ a 
suggested layout) was included along with an “activation kit” of miscellaneous other 
components to be used for the “Epic” contest.

• High impact design for consumers, but also includes elements for an “Epic” 
competitive employee build.  Final structure will be judged online by the 
“masses” via social media.

• Please review contest details included in slides 5 & 6 for additional information.



Concept Development

Early conceptual designs did not include “actual” track



Concept/3D Development

This slide shows the integration of actual 
Hot Wheels track into the final design and 
also some of the developmental 
considerations that led to the 
configuration. 

Final design concept w/ track mounted to bin and header

Final instructions for base kit attachment



Competition Details



Competition Details



Production Imagery

Bin back side w/ track 
termination point

Clamp detail



Hot Wheels is a worldwide brand that is highly recognized at retail.  Consumers are familiar with their 
products and especially identify with the iconic bright orange track.  The large panel graphics are fun 
and inviting for “kids” of all ages and the product is easily accessible/shopped.  It will be difficult for 
children (and adults) to pass this display w/o further investigation and engagement.

• Pre-assembled litho and direct printed bin structure. “Near pack” shipment of upper bin product
• Easily assembled litho mounted header components
• Actual track components include specific instructions for attachment.  Additional 

instructions/guidelines/components are included for the (Kroger employee) competition 
• High impact design that is easily shopped by consumers
• Engineered to be restocked multiple times over the 4 week promotional period
• Overall size: 24”W x 24”D x 57”H (w/o pallet)

Insights



What is the compelling message: This structure is all about conveying the excitement of the product and creating 
an “Epic” track layout at home.  All needed elements to accomplish this are included on this compact and highly 
creative 3D merchandiser!

How do the displays command attention?  The attributes of the product are clearly depicted with its creative 
incorporation into the display header.  The dramatic oversized track and bold colors create a beacon for the 
targeted audience (boys, ages 3 -12). The inclusion of actual track (base kit) created an additional level of 
excitement at retail and results from Kroger’s employee “Epic” competition will eventually expand to social 
media. 

Results:  This program is being launched in the Spring.

Lifespan: 4 weeks

Productions Qty’s: 1100

Insights
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